
Brembo Master Cylinder 19RCS
Corsa Corta 110C74010 Aprilia
110C74010
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹41,000.00
Categories: Master Cylinder

Product Description

Brembo 110C74010
The 19RCS CORSA CORTA is characterized by the possibility it provides the rider to adapt the
braking "bite point" to the desired riding feeling, in addition to the RCS (Ratio Click System),
introduced 10 years ago on the Brembo 19RCS radial brake master cylinder, which allows the
center distance of the master cylinder to be adjusted to "18" or "20". The master cylinder body
is made of forge aluminum alloy, machined with 5-axis CAM technology. A hard oxide coating is
used for the surface finish, which guarantees that the master cylinder main body is highly
resistant to wear and its components move easily. The floating piston and the seals derive
directly from those used in MotoGP, as do the housings for the bleeding and fueling systems,
which are inclined by more than 30° to make bleeding the master cylinder easier.
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Brembo Master Cylinder 19RCS
Corsa Corta 110C74010 MV
Agusta
110C74010
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹41,000.00
Categories: Master Cylinder

Product Description

Brembo 110C74010
The 19RCS CORSA CORTA is characterized by the possibility it provides the rider to adapt the
braking "bite point" to the desired riding feeling, in addition to the RCS (Ratio Click System),
introduced 10 years ago on the Brembo 19RCS radial brake master cylinder, which allows the
center distance of the master cylinder to be adjusted to "18" or "20". The master cylinder body
is made of forge aluminum alloy, machined with 5-axis CAM technology. A hard oxide coating is
used for the surface finish, which guarantees that the master cylinder main body is highly
resistant to wear and its components move easily. The floating piston and the seals derive
directly from those used in MotoGP, as do the housings for the bleeding and fueling systems,
which are inclined by more than 30° to make bleeding the master cylinder easier.

Brembo Racing Red Radial Brake
Caliper M4 Monoblock 100mm
White Logo Left MV Agusta
120988588
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹45,000.00
Categories: Brake Caliper
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Product Description

Brembo Racing Red Radial Brake Caliper M4 Monoblock 100mm White 120988588 This
monobloc caliper, obtained from a single piece of molten aluminum alloy, concentrates the
most advanced casting and processing technologies to obtain a monolithic caliper body of
absolute lightness, with excellent rigidity values and operating precision. Particular attention
has been paid to the hydraulics and the shape of the caliper body, both subject to careful
technical refinement work. The caliper body, inside which there are 4 pistons with a diameter of
34 millimeters, is characterized by significant rigidity values obtained thanks to the
characteristic triple bridge shape. With the cast monoblock calipers, Brembo makes available to
all enthusiasts the technology, successfully used in MotoGP, which allows the caliper body to be
obtained from a single piece of molten aluminum, thus ensuring optimal rigidity. Calipers
supplied with pads, NOT compatible with low-end discs Model: M4 Side: Left
Wheelbase: 100mm Caliper body: Monoblock Number of pistons: 4 Pistons diameter: 34mm H.
brake band: 34mm Material: Cast aluminum Superficial protections: Red with white logo Pistons
material: Aluminum Weight without pads: 800gr Offset: 30mm The box in addition to the caliper
contains: instruction manual, Brembo stickers, banjo and washers for assembling the hose
fitting. NOTE: CALIPER SOLD INDIVIDUALLY (NOT IN KIT)

Brembo Racing Red Radial Brake
Caliper M4 Monoblock 100mm
White Logo Right MV Agusta
120988589
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹45,000.00
Categories: Brake Caliper

Product Description

Brembo Racing Red Radial Brake Caliper M4 Monoblock 100mm White 120988588 This
monobloc caliper, obtained from a single piece of molten aluminum alloy, concentrates the
most advanced casting and processing technologies to obtain a monolithic caliper body of
absolute lightness, with excellent rigidity values and operating precision. Particular attention
has been paid to the hydraulics and the shape of the caliper body, both subject to careful
technical refinement work. The caliper body, inside which there are 4 pistons with a diameter of
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34 millimeters, is characterized by significant rigidity values obtained thanks to the
characteristic triple bridge shape. With the cast monoblock calipers, Brembo makes available to
all enthusiasts the technology, successfully used in MotoGP, which allows the caliper body to be
obtained from a single piece of molten aluminum, thus ensuring optimal rigidity. Calipers
supplied with pads, NOT compatible with low-end discs Model: M4 Side: Left
Wheelbase: 100mm Caliper body: Monoblock Number of pistons: 4 Pistons diameter: 34mm H.
brake band: 34mm Material: Cast aluminum Superficial protections: Red with white logo Pistons
material: Aluminum Weight without pads: 800gr Offset: 30mm The box in addition to the caliper
contains: instruction manual, Brembo stickers, banjo and washers for assembling the hose
fitting. NOTE: CALIPER SOLD INDIVIDUALLY (NOT IN KIT)

CNC Racing Evo Bar-end Mirror
Pair Aprilia - all models
MR711B + MR712B
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹23,000.00
Categories: Mirrors

Product Description

CNC Racing Evo Bar-end Mirror Pair MR711B + MR712B Bar-end rear view mirrors made entirely
from solid light alloy with subsequent surface anodization. Compatible with most of the
handlebars, original and not, through expansion mounting system (handlebar internal diameter
Ø 13.5 / 19 mm) or with M6 screw, supplied in the package; it can be mounted in high or low
position. The CV001 U-bolt can be combined with the mirror on OEM Brembo pumps.
UNIVERSAL PRODUCT: before purchasing, check the possibility of correct assembly
at a specialized workshop
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CNC Racing Evo Bar-end Mirror
Pair MV Agusta - all models
MR711B + MR712B
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹23,000.00
Categories: Mirrors

Product Description

CNC Racing Evo Bar-end Mirror Pair MR711B + MR712B Bar-end rear view mirrors made entirely
from solid light alloy with subsequent surface anodization. Compatible with most of the
handlebars, original and not, through expansion mounting system (handlebar internal diameter
Ø 13.5 / 19 mm) or with M6 screw, supplied in the package; it can be mounted in high or low
position. The CV001 U-bolt can be combined with the mirror on OEM Brembo pumps.
UNIVERSAL PRODUCT: before purchasing, check the possibility of correct assembly
at a specialized workshop

CNC Racing Rocket Bar-end
Mirror Pair Aprilia - all models
MR701B + MR702B
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹22,000.00
Categories: Mirrors

Product Description

CNC Racing Rocket Bar-end Mirror Pair MR701B + MR702B Bar-end mirror, machined from light
alloy billet and then given an anodized surface finish. The useful area extends on an 81mm
diameter, to ensure the best possible visibility. The mirror can be fitted in either low or high
position and is compatible with most handlebars, both original and non, with an expansion
assembly system (handlebar internal diameter Ø 13.5/19 mm) or with a M6 screw, included in
the package. It is suggested to purchase our Brembo master cylinder clamp CV001.
UNIVERSAL PRODUCT: before purchasing, check the possibility of correct assembly
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at a specialized workshop

CNC Racing Rocket Bar-end
Mirror Pair MV Agusta - all
models
MR701B + MR702B
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹22,000.00
Categories: Mirrors

Product Description

CNC Racing Rocket Bar-end Mirror Pair MR701B + MR702B Bar-end mirror, machined from light
alloy billet and then given an anodized surface finish. The useful area extends on an 81mm
diameter, to ensure the best possible visibility. The mirror can be fitted in either low or high
position and is compatible with most handlebars, both original and non, with an expansion
assembly system (handlebar internal diameter Ø 13.5/19 mm) or with a M6 screw, included in
the package. It is suggested to purchase our Brembo master cylinder clamp CV001.
UNIVERSAL PRODUCT: before purchasing, check the possibility of correct assembly
at a specialized workshop

GB Racing Clutch + Alternator
Cover Set Aprilia RS 660
EC-RS660-2021-SET-GBR
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹48,500.00
Categories: Clutch Cover
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Product Description
GB Racing Clutch + Alternator Cover Set EC-RS660-2021-SET-GBR GB Racing products are the
benchmark in high-performance, bolt-on motorcycle protection for the short circuit, road racing
and street bike community and the only manufacturer of motorcycle protection to have
received FIM product approval, a mark of quality carried since 2009. This has now been
renewed for 2021 through to 2023 on our range of bolt-on secondary engine covers.
Championships cover IDM, AMA, CIV, IDM, FFM EWC, BSB, WSBK, MotoGP and more.

Mivv Delta Race Steel Exhaust
Full System Aprilia RS 660
A.014.LDRX
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹113,000.00
Categories: Exhausts

Product Description

Delta Race Stainless Steel Exhaust Full System Approval: Euro5 Power: +0.80 Torque: +3.30
Weight: -2.40 OEM exhaust weighs 6.1 kg, Mivv weighs 3.7 kg

Polisport Hand Guard Evolution
Integral Rally & Trail - Black
8305100027 - Black Installation instructions Assembly
Instructions (1)        
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹2,600.00
Categories: Hand Guards
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Product Description

Polisport Evolution Integral Rally and Trail Hand Guard & Universal Mounting System

Foolproof handguard, now with an improved mounting system. The Integral line had been
around for a long time and is a part of the Polisport line because riders love it. 8305100027 -
Black Features

Complete package includes mounting kit only for ø22 mm (handlebar diameter)
Fits handlebars with inner diameter: ø13-ø18 (internal handlebar bolts included)
Universal fitting: mounting kits for other outside handlebar diameters are sold separately
Mounting kit protaper: ø25-ø27 tapered; Mounting kit magura: ø26-ø28.5 tapered
Removable spoiler included for extra protection
Graphics: Polisport decals

Polisport Hand Guard Hammer
Enduro E MX + Universal Plastic
Mounting Kit - Black
8307800002 Installation instructions Assembly
Instructions    
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹3,100.00
Categories: Hand Guards

Product Description

Hammer Enduro E MX Hand Guard & Handlebar Mounting System

Hammer is the new model on Polisport's handguards line with 1-point-mount, for MX and
Enduro. With it comes a new universal mounting system developed for simple and quick
installation and a perfect fit on crowded handlebars. The HAMMER offers a large plastic shape to
protect hands and master cylinder, and 2 positions of horizontal adjustment to allow some level
of customization when installed. The minimalist design, with horizontal oriented vents and
carbon texturized plastic cover, will match your bike and give it a stylish look. Hammer
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handguard is available in Black.

Features
New universal mounting system for quick, easier mounting and a perfect fit
Large plastic guard to ensure the optimal protection for hands and master cylinder
Slim and low-profile
Horizontally orientated airflow vents for better cooling
Quick and easy installation
Mounting system bolted on the front of the plastic guard for easy installation and removal
Adjustable horizontally in 2 positions
All hardware included
Mounting kit provides a wider range of installation on the handlebar

Polisport Hand Guard MX Force
+ Universal Plastic Mounting Kit
- Black
8308700001 - Black        
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,000.00
Categories: Hand Guards

Product Description

Polisport Hand Guard MX Force & Universal Mounting System
8308700001 - Black MX Force features a new universal mounting system that allows installation
between grip and master cylinder and goes above the handlebar. This will make most of the
space available and maximize protection. MX Force is highly ventilated and has a lightweight
design, with clean and straightforward lines that will match any modern motorbike. It will
provide the needed coverage for hands and master cylinders in any situation.

The MX Force is also adjustable horizontally in 2 different positions.
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Polisport Hand Guard MX Force
+ Universal Plastic Mounting Kit
- Orange
8308700003 - Orange        
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,000.00
Categories: Hand Guards

Product Description

Polisport Hand Guard MX Force & Universal Mounting System
8308700003 - Orange

MX Force features a new universal mounting system that allows installation between grip and
master cylinder and goes above the handlebar. This will make most of the space available and
maximize protection. MX Force is highly ventilated and has a lightweight design, with clean and
straightforward lines that will match any modern motorbike. It will provide the needed coverage
for hands and master cylinders in any situation. The MX Force is also adjustable horizontally in 2
different positions.

Rizoma Stealth Rear View Mirror
Pair Black Aprilia RSV4
BSS070B
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹49,000.00
Categories: Mirrors

Product Description
Rizoma Stealth Rear View Mirror BSS070B Out of the interface between racing experience and
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aeronautical inspiration comes a new mirror: Stealth, an accessory specifically designed for
supersport bikes. It consists of a fixed part, which allows the fitting directly to the fairing, and a
movable part, which acts as a mirror glass holder. Thanks to a rotating system, by a simple
movement, the two parts get aligned: in closed position the mirror becomes an aerodynamic
foil. While the mirror glass holder is always the same, the fixed component is designed ad hoc
for each supersport bikes for which Stealth was developed, looking for the best solution to
match the relative aerodynamic results. Made of billet aluminum, it has a convex glass surface
to provide a wider viewing angle and is available in three different anodized colors. Stealth's
design, with its wing-like shape and 25° angle relative to the ground, give it a linear look,
ensure it generates downforce, in turn improving the bike's grip and handling performance,
especially at high speed. Downforce pressure is around 4 kg at 300 km/h. The ergonomics has
been optimized as well: when the rider takes a sporty riding position, the mirrors are aligned
with the rider's eye level. In this way, the rider does not have to raise his position to get a
correct rear view, keeping the head protected by the headlight fairing and, therefore, by the
pressure that impacts the face at high speed.

Rizoma Stealth Rear View Mirror
Pair Dark Grey Aprilia RSV4
BSS070D
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹49,000.00
Categories: Mirrors

Product Description
Rizoma Stealth Rear View Mirror BSS070D Out of the interface between racing experience and
aeronautical inspiration comes a new mirror: Stealth, an accessory specifically designed for
supersport bikes. It consists of a fixed part, which allows the fitting directly to the fairing, and a
movable part, which acts as a mirror glass holder. Thanks to a rotating system, by a simple
movement, the two parts get aligned: in closed position the mirror becomes an aerodynamic
foil. While the mirror glass holder is always the same, the fixed component is designed ad hoc
for each supersport bikes for which Stealth was developed, looking for the best solution to
match the relative aerodynamic results. Made of billet aluminum, it has a convex glass surface
to provide a wider viewing angle and is available in three different anodized colors. Stealth's
design, with its wing-like shape and 25° angle relative to the ground, give it a linear look,
ensure it generates downforce, in turn improving the bike's grip and handling performance,
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especially at high speed. Downforce pressure is around 4 kg at 300 km/h. The ergonomics has
been optimized as well: when the rider takes a sporty riding position, the mirrors are aligned
with the rider's eye level. In this way, the rider does not have to raise his position to get a
correct rear view, keeping the head protected by the headlight fairing and, therefore, by the
pressure that impacts the face at high speed.

Rizoma Stealth Rear View Mirror
Pair Silver Aprilia RSV4
BSS070A
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹49,000.00
Categories: Mirrors

Product Description
Rizoma Stealth Rear View Mirror BSS070A Out of the interface between racing experience and
aeronautical inspiration comes a new mirror: Stealth, an accessory specifically designed for
supersport bikes. It consists of a fixed part, which allows the fitting directly to the fairing, and a
movable part, which acts as a mirror glass holder. Thanks to a rotating system, by a simple
movement, the two parts get aligned: in closed position the mirror becomes an aerodynamic
foil. While the mirror glass holder is always the same, the fixed component is designed ad hoc
for each supersport bikes for which Stealth was developed, looking for the best solution to
match the relative aerodynamic results. Made of billet aluminum, it has a convex glass surface
to provide a wider viewing angle and is available in three different anodized colors. Stealth's
design, with its wing-like shape and 25° angle relative to the ground, give it a linear look,
ensure it generates downforce, in turn improving the bike's grip and handling performance,
especially at high speed. Downforce pressure is around 4 kg at 300 km/h. The ergonomics has
been optimized as well: when the rider takes a sporty riding position, the mirrors are aligned
with the rider's eye level. In this way, the rider does not have to raise his position to get a
correct rear view, keeping the head protected by the headlight fairing and, therefore, by the
pressure that impacts the face at high speed.
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Sprint Air Filter Aprilia RS 457
PM252S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹8,500.00
Categories: Air Filters

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.  

Sprint Air Filter Aprilia RS 660
PM176S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹11,000.00
Categories: Air Filters

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
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highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.

Sprint Air Filter Aprilia RSV4
PM147S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹11,000.00
Categories: Air Filters

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.  
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Sprint Air Filter Aprilia Tuono
660
PM176S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹11,000.00
Categories: Air Filters

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.

Sprint Air Filter MV Agusta
Brutale 800
CM135S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹9,600.00
Categories: Air Filters

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
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highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.

Sprint Air Filter MV Agusta
Brutale 800 Dragster
CM135S
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹9,600.00
Categories: Air Filters

Product Description
Sprint Filter P08 is a standard performance air filter, ideal for street legal use or track day.
Sprint Filter P08 uses a special polyester filtering media with a wire diameter of only 70
microns. Its unique weave pattern can filter debris as small as 80 microns while having the
highest permeability for any other air filter brand on the market. The increased airflow of the
P08 air filter will help maximize your motorcycle power potential while offering excellent
filtration protection. Minimal maintenance Remove the filter from the airbox, blow it clean with
compressed air, and reinsert it. No washing, cleaning or oil treatment needed. Product lifecycle
The P08's polyester material will display no deterioration or loss of structure or performance if
looked after with care.
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WRS Race High Smoked
Windscreen Aprilia RS 660
AP004F
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹11,500.00
Categories: Windscreen

Product Description

WRS Light Smoke Windscreen

Color: Light Smoked AP004F Windscreen made of high quality PMMA plexiglass DOT626
approved, the same material we use for the realization of the screens dedicated to the MotoGP
and Superbike world championships made using high quality PMMA plexiglass, DOT626
approved 2 mm thick. Racing windscreen used by numerous teams in the world championships,
essential to receive maximum coverage from the air while driving. The design, studied in detail,
fits perfectly with the line of the bike, giving it an even more appealing look. Attention:
Interchangeable with the original windscreen, it replaces the standard one without
modifications. Compatible with all the fairings on which the original windscreen can
be installed.

WRS Race High Smoked
Windscreen Aprilia RSV4
AP003F
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹11,500.00
Categories: Windscreen

Product Description

WRS Light Smoke Windscreen

Color: Light Smoked AP003F Windscreen made of high quality PMMA plexiglass DOT626
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approved, the same material we use for the realization of the screens dedicated to the MotoGP
and Superbike world championships. made using high quality PMMA plexiglass, DOT626
approved 2 mm thick. Racing windscreen used by numerous teams in the world championships,
essential to receive maximum coverage from the air while driving. The design, studied in detail,
fits perfectly with the line of the bike, giving it an even more appealing look. Attention:
Interchangeable with the original windscreen, it replaces the standard one without
modifications. Compatible with all the fairings on which the original windscreen can
be installed.

WRS Race High Smoked
Windscreen MV Agusta F3 800
MV001F
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹11,500.00
Categories: Windscreen

Product Description

WRS Light Smoke Windscreen

Color: Light Smoked MV001F Windscreen made using high quality PMMA plexiglass, DOT626
approved 2 mm thick. This windscreen is 5cm higher than the original.  Racing windscreen used
by numerous teams in the world championships, essential to receive maximum coverage from
the air while driving. The design, studied in detail, fits perfectly with the line of the bike, giving
it an even more appealing look. Attention: Interchangeable with the original windscreen,
it replaces the standard one without modifications. Compatible with all the fairings
on which the original windscreen can be installed.    
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